
Configured in high speed 10 mph banding at 6-to-7- inch depths formulating Exactrix TAPPS. 

Case 940 Tool bar at 50, 60 and 65 feet....from $65,000 to $75,000 each in 5 section and 7 section in narrow transport at low height. 

All VR-Site Specific with Deere GS-3, Ag Leader, or Trimble FMX 1000.   

Lower Flows... Exactrix TR, TAPPS formulators in 2 section from $45,000 to $55,000 up to 21 gallons per minute.  

Mid Range Flows...Exactrix 2KC Weigh Master with 2KM Turbine flow at $95,000 in 2 section, up to 29 gallons per minute. 

Top Flows... Exactrix 2KC Weigh Master Series 3 with 2KM Weigh Master Series 3, Bulk Density and  
Sparging Reflow Blenders in 2 section at $137,777 to $157,875. 

Exactrix exclusive, wireless reporting to the i-pad or office computer with up to 
 50 gallons per minute in sectional flows of 4, 5, and 6 applicator zones.

TAPPS outcompetes all other fertilizer types for yield and cost per bushel produced

Make back the entire investment with one crop…. 

Gyro Counter Weights

Additional Net Dollars…$150 per acre in wheat
In Irrigated Corn, up to $400 per acre right to the bottom line with Mustang Openers. 

P-51C
P-51 swiveling single disc Mustangs at $1,575 to $4,257, each model meeting the need from 150 pounds each per opener to 450 pound’s per opener.

P-51A, P-51B, P-51C (shown) and P-51 CUE, Ultra Endurance

                       Eastern, Detachable, 2 axle Trailers, 250 psi. 
Delivery road speed at 20 mph as Products of Husbandry with approved drivers. 

Ideal Flow with 2 inch RT Grate Coupling Valves to 50 gpm.

Twin 1,000 gallon, 250 psi rated, Exactrix Bottom Outlet Valves.

Gauge Line 120 inch with Duo Lift Trailers with 3 years of service.

6,800 gallons of NH3 85% fill in circulation changing trailers every 1 hour at 125 pounds N/A. 
  
Qty. 4 trailers required for 61.3 feet Mustang High Speed Tool Bar.

Used $20,000 per unit. New, Twin 1,450, $42,150. 

                              Western, Bolstered 8 axle Track Cart, 265 psi. 
Delivery road speed at the speed limit,(55 to 80 mph) as DOT transports with Hazmat drivers. 
 
Highest Flow with 2 inch RT Exactrix Grate Coupling Valves to 60 gpm (no hose end valves). Air actuated option.  

Liquid Delivery with 11,500 gallon Transports and smaller 4,000 gallon liquid delivery trucks using 4 inch pumps.

Twin 2,000 gallon CRN NH3 tanks, 265 psi rated, 98% fill in the cut and on the go. 3,920 gallons NH3.

Front Steer Axle, 20,000 pound, Deere, Air seeder Walking beam axles set on 120 and 180 gauge line with 870 sq. in. 
of surface contact.

Tracks, Camoplast, double oscillating bogie action, 6 axles 36 inch belts at 114 inch length with 8200 square inches of 
flat plate contact.

Low Compaction, A total of 8 axles, 9,000 square inches,  providing 60,000 pounds (plastic soils) to 80,000 pounds 
(moist soils) of load carrying capacity at roading speeds to 20 mph as an agricultural applicator (not a detachable 
trailer).

50,000 pounds of payload maximum. At 29,272 pounds empty.  Average Load rating is 55,000 pounds with a dimin-
ishing load.   

2,600 gallons APP/ATS. Twin 150 gallon liquid tanks for flush and micro nutrient/Humic with Sparging Reflow Blender 
3rd and 4th product.

13,920 gallons of NH3 in circulation with liquid delivery at flows to 250 gallons per minute. Filling every 2.3 hours at 
125 pounds N/A.

Fill times are typically the same as or less than the time to reconnect trailers and safer as liquid delivery as Anhydrous 
Ammonia… 
Just like Propane, Liquid Delivery is safer.  
$212,756 per unit.



Team Up With            And EXACTRIX
CASE 940, High Speed Mustang Tool Bar

®


